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Abstract

The covariant differential properties of the split

Cayley subalgebra of local real quaternion tetrads is considered.

Referred to tbis local quaternion tetrad s«varal geometrical

objects are given in terns of Zorn-Veyl matrices. Associated to

a pair of real null vectors we define two-component spinor

fields over the curved space and the associated Zorn-Weyl

matrices which satisfy the Dirac aquation written in terms of

the Zorn algebra.

The formalism is generalized by considering a field of

complex tetrads defining a Hermitian second rank tensor. The

real part of this tensor describes the gravitational potentials

and the imaginary part the electromagnetic potentials in the

Lorentz gauge. The motion of a charged spin zero test body is

considered. The Zorn-Wayl algebra associated to this

generalized formalism has elements belonging to the full

octonion algebra.
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In most applications of Cayley algebras to relativity

theory a modification of the algsbraic structure is required so

as to make it compatible with the indefinite metric structure of

the spacetime. Such modification can be obtained by using a

suitable redefinition of the algebra over the complex field.
; In this case the algebra Iose3its division property and becomes

a.split algebra. A well known example is given by the

associative subalgebra of complex quaternions (or biquaternions,

or split, quaternions) or the Cayley algebra in special

relativity, where a Weyl representation by 2 x 2 complex

matrices is used '.

Recently the split quaternicn subalgebra of 'the .Zorn

algebra 'has been applied to the Maxwell and Tang-Hills fields
Í2) '

in special relativity • Further applications to particle

physics are also known in the literature*1 '* .The purpose -̂

of this paper is to investigate the application of the Zorn

algebra to the study of the relativistic wave equations in

curved space. It is found that by using the conventional

tetrad formalism, which connects the tangent space to the

pseudo-Riemannian spacetime, it is possible to construct

an algebraic tetrad-structure belonging to a split quaternion

subalgebra of the octonion algebra, where the algebra of

octonions is here represented by a modified version of the

Zorn matrices . :

It follows that the role played by the second-rank .

Hermitian matrices of the tworcompcnent spinor formalism are

taken over by four Zorn Weyl matrices which are associated to

each local Wèyl representation in the curved space. Since the

"internal" symmetry group is the local SL2(C) we have two

different Weyl representations, which define two sets

( a ) • " . ' • • • : . ' . . , -

'u> (a * 1,2) of the above mat ricas. The"-analogy between the

< » > , . . , . . • • ' " : " ' : " " _ : _

gg, and the second-rank Hermitian matrices again indicate« that
the present formalism is equivalent co a local quaternion
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subalgebra of the full Cayley algebra. This property follows

(a)
from the fact that" thé • ;jg are really 4*4 matrices as

compared with the 2x2 matrices a , Tu. We also show that this

local quaternion tetrad written as Zorn-Weyl matrices acts as

projection operators which associate to each geometrical

object (tensor or spinor) a well defined Zonrtfeyl matrix. The

flat spacetime limit is then easily obtained and' coincides

with known results.

Our present Zorn-Weyl representation of octonions

(and of quaternions) may also be thought as a 4x4 matrix

similar a Y~matrix. Such matrices, and their non-associative

law of product were already considered in the literature .

However, we mention that for our covariant treatment

involving the "internal"group SL,(C) such analogy is not

relevant. Indeed, i t is not possible to associate to each

(a)
0f2 a y-matrix since for each value of _a we have only a

type of Weyl basis, and as is known a. y-matrix contains tha

(a)
two VJeyl basis. Due tc this we interpret the ]K as Zorn

matrices referred to a Weyl basis, the non-associative

product being defined locally by introducing "scalar" and

"wedge" products of the quaternion basis.

In the following sections we consider the definition

of the differential operaCôsr in flat spaces and determine the

Maxwell equations in the Zorn-Weyl formalism for the Lorentz

gauge. Then we determine the Zorn-Weyl covariant derivative

and apply the formalism for the relativistic.

spin y wave equation in curved space.
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Finally the Zorn-Weyl formalists is extended for

the case of conplex tetrads which generate a Hermitian second

rank tenser field that plays the role cf a generalized

"metric'*. The symmetric (or real) part of this tensor

describes gravitation according to general relativity and the

antisymmetric (or imaginary) part describes the electromagnetic

potentials in the Lorentz øaugc. It is shown that the

algebraic structure of the complex tetrad.contains elements

belonging to the split octonion algebra. The covariant

differential properties arc extended t :• this formalists^ and

as an application the problem of tue motion of a charged

spin zero test body in this generalized geometry is

considered.-

The conventions and notations V7hich vill be used

throughout this paper are ths folloxjia^; the four-dinensional

space of general relativity is assutiad to have astric

signature +2. Greek indices running fron 1 to 4 denote

tensor degrees of freeden. Latia indices are used vith :....-.'••

several different purposes; snail Latin indices indicate:.' :: >';•

spacclike degrees of freedon and run fron 1 tc 3. Sraçketted ,

indices are used to indicate tetrad indices. Capital " " " •

dotted, or undotted, Latin indices are reserved for two

component spinor desraes of freados and run f roa 1 to 2. .-.--•.

Finally, boldface Latin indices are used for algabraic ,--:;.-Jr:-•

elcaents, running iroæ 1 tc 7 for the capital indices and-,

fron 1 to 3 for the other indices. Susnation convention is :

used throughout and applies to all kinds cf indices.

Note to the printer; Due to difficulties in typing,

boldface indices are represented in this preprint by a Latin

índice with a bar on the top.
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2 - The split Cayley algebra in the Zorn representation

Let {e-?} be a basis in a seven diiaénsional real

vector space with an inner product. The. real Cayley algebra,

or octonion algebra, .0 is the linear algebra constructed- in

the above space, with the product operation defined by

äS»-

eÃ3C
(2.1)

whera --^ is totally antisynnetric and satisfies £750 • 1

when A,B,C assune the values (1,2,3), (5,1,6), (5,2*4),

(5,3,5), (5,7,3), (4,7,1) and (5,7,2). For all other cases

eÃBC vanishes. The identity element of the algebra is ë-. • . •

It follows irsnediatoly fron (2.1) that if the indices

vary on each one of thtí seven above triads (A,S,C) a. .

quaternion subalgebra is obtained. Thus, the real Cayley.

algebra contains seven quaternion subalgebras. In the basis

{e-,e~} a general real Cayley number is expressed by .

A • x- e- + X" ej, x-, XT e R. The nultiplication table •"'•".

implies that the product operation is in general nonassociative.

Furthermore it follows that a real Cayley algebra is a

division algebra.- . .:....;•• - —--

Mow we consider the algebra "-of conplax Cay ley- -

numbers 0/Z which may be taken as the set of elenents of thé

foca ' '"•••' '-• .

z-e- + zröT
OG ii A

2-, ZT (2.4)

The conplex conjugation applied to the components
* * *z~» Z7 ptives a new Cayley nuaber; i • z -• e- + z - a?o' A a o Å A
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and this operation conautes with the -Cayley nunber conjugation

defined previously: (Ã) * (A7)• In particular consider the

following complex Cayley numbers

l/2(e5 uj

and their complex conjugates. Froa the multiplication table

(2.1) it follows that the above set of complex Cayley

numbers together with their complex conjugates fors a basis

for 0/C. The product between these basis elements are given

by the equations

UIUJ " Ei J ku*k' uíu*j " -ôIjuS'

uïu3 uïu*S uï*

u*5uj - 0, u-us u-u*- - 0,

and their complex conjugates.

À general complex Cayley nusber in this basis assunes

the form

(2.5)

where the coefficientes a,b,xr and yj are in general couplex

numbers. In particular they can be real, with A sti?l a complex

Cayley nuiaber.

In order to introduce a representation of the complex

Cayley algebra we consider an application Z froa 0/C assuniag

values on the set I :
2 X2/H

 o f 2*2 m a t r i c e s defined over the

quaternion field H. Such application is defined by

Z(u 5)
0 0

f« O ] fO O| fo -eTl
[u5)- L Z(uj) - , Z(u j)- l L

(2.6)

t
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Defining the sum of two such natrices and multiplication by C

in the usual way, it follows that the application Z is linear

in Õ/C and frost (2.5) and (2,6) we have

Z(A)

ae- -xreT
o i l

yrer be-
•* 1 1 O

(2.7)

where we have denoted xje-r by x, the sane for y.

Tha set of natrices of the forn (2.7) nay define a

representation of 0/C in -'0x2/i ?rov^d-d a product between

such matrices is defined in such a »jay that the application

Z is an hononorphisa. In this case the matrices (2.7) are

called Zorn natrices .

In order to introduce the definition of the Zorn

product for matrices of the forn (2.7) we define the scalar

and wedge product of quaternions as,

1
(2.8)

rej - ejer> (2.9)

The Zorn product between Zorn natrices is now defined

in such way that it reproduces the multiplication table of the

complex Cayley basis:

Z(A3)•••

ac.- x*w ' -as - dx -. yA,.t?

cy + bw + xA z bd - y*z

(2.10)

for

fa -x]
Z(A) Z(3)

c -z

w
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The unit element of the resulting Zorn aatrix algebra is

o'
1 - + Z(u-). (2.11)

As it can be seen a coaplex octonion like (2.5)

reduces, in general, to a complex quaternion when a * b,,

x • y. This quaternion belongs to the quaternion subalgebra

(1,2,3) of the octonion algebra. The Zorn matrix associated

to this quaternion is

Z(A)
a -x

x

(2.12)

The conjugation operation defined by (2.3) induces

on the coaplex basis the transformation u- -»• u-, uv • -UT.

Thus, a general coaplex Cayley nunber 3 such as (2.5) which

in the Zorn rapresentation reads as (2.7), transforns under

conjugation to

b x

Z(3)

The nora of this octonion is given by

Si'

Z(BB) - Z(3) 0 Z(3) - (ab

Here we are interested in the situation where the

octonion 3 reduces to a quaternion of the fora (2.12). In this

case the nors of this quaternion in the Zorn representation
2

will be (a + XTXJXI . If we take _a as a imaginary number,

a « ix-, and x-, XT reals, it follows that
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Z(A)
2

'S (2.13)

Therefore, the Zorn matrix (2.12) with a • ix~ aay

be thought as representing a four-vector in líínkowsfci

spacetime (in this case the algehraic indices become world

indices). Likewise given an general octonion like (2.7) with

a i b, x f y but with a,b imaginary numbers, a » ^X3» h * ij

and all x-, xjs y-, yj reals, we can associate to this

octonion a pair of four-vectors in Uinkowski spacetias. Fron

now on we will consider only this particular type of

octonions and quaternions and their Sorn matrices.. The

corresponding quaternion subalgebra of the complex Caylsy

algebra given by the set of matrices of the form (2.12),

with the law of product given by (2.10)9 and with norm given

by (2.13* is a split algebra. This corresponds to the

property that the j'inkowski. spacetisze, contains isotropic

vectors. Similarly we hava a split octonion algebra which

corresponds to the property that the llinkowski space time

contains pairs of orthogonal four-vectors.

3 - Extension of the method to curved spacetinas in tha tetrad

representation

In this section we apply the previous algebraic

methods to a curved fourdiaensional spacetime. Such type of

formalism is an extension of previous works which apply
f 21these algebraic nethoda to special relativity . The

formalism which will be dsvelopad in this section corresponds

to the use of only a part of the Caylsy algebra, namely the

quataraiou subalgebra of the complex Cayley algebra, US in .

the previous section we will use this algebra referred to

the Zorn matrices defined ia a quaternion basis. In applications

<H

V ~
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to relativity it is of intsrest to usa the -justsraion basis in

tarns of the thrae I'auli saatricas and tha 2X2 identity Matrix?

chit is, in teras of a 'iayl representation of the quatsrnion

' . Froffi tha il^abriic r>oin.t of view this :iayl

itation is obtained by the replication

7; ii/E •• H7X2.„ which nay be cofiiad aithsr by

or by.

o o
The s/Kòols a-?3 a- denote tha

> - üp (3.1)

i o •
> = (T)(JT, (3.2)

i i

natricas and the 2x2

identity matrix respectively. In tha first casa th^y satisfy

tha usual lau of multiplication of tha ?auli matrices

together with the 2x2 identity :;:itriXi and in tha second

caso they satisfy the sane law of product as tha e-s e-r,

(3.3)

\1a will usa ths second sltarnative. It should b<=.

obsarvad that the Zorn representation of tha quaternion

algebra treated on th<= last section, is -listir.ct fron ths

USU31 T̂ ayl rsT-resantation of qustoraions. Horevar, since th<2

Zorn aatriCíis óssociated to quaternions ara defined ever the

quaternion fisld, a combined ?,urn-V.7eyl representation of •

can be obtained by considering tha Weyl

on of älaaants of the Zorn isatricsa. Deucciag the

resulting coaposition by ZvSt °fe hava for a Zorn aatrix. like

(2.7) for a = ix^ ('íhich givas tha Zorn representation of

tha split auaternion subalgebra of tha coraplex Cayley alg
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Zv7(Â)

È which fr3n (3.2) takes the forn:

ZVJ(ã) -
1 o
ixíCTi

"TXÂ]

O O'

(3.4)

Proseatly ;re hav<= to adapt this notation to aur

problem of a curved spacetiiaa i/ith a Sienciiniaa structure.

?or this jurticse -.,re considsr only ihs locr.l -.r^psrtias of this

spacstitia trcnslatad in terac af t".ia 2orn--:>3Tl aløabri. T'ith

this irs siaá we consider iio local tangent space at sach

point of ths 1issar.nii.n spscctiaaj and tha oat of four local

fctrad vactors h
° •'•^•^ - c quantities

indicas j s i, j etc. now bacoiia quantities defined CR the

local tangent sp?.ce with indices (o), (i), (j) etc. She astric

2 is related to the 'iinko-rskian metric n p by seaas of the

local tetrrtd field

„ « h<a)h(0)Tl

The matrices a. a. have degrees of

fraedoa given by .the indices X and II vhich run; froa 1 to 2*

both indices taken as contravariant indices. Tas aatrices

denoted by T have both indices as ccvariant indices» also of

the tyoe !£H. The aatrix denoted by I is the 2X2 identity
k *~

matrix of the fora (6 ) . In the local tangent space which
here is taken with signature +2 se can define three types of

£_J



respectively by n » «*s ':ir.v2 - I . C^variaut

fr
%

i d e n t i t y m a t r i c e s ; p> , T , . s a d ji. Tau a a t r i x x , » xs

o o* ' ' •••' • " ;

defined by T^ » • e<T » »e • I and Í3 numerically identical

to the identity 2x2 aatrix, but has covariaat indices of the

type KM. Here £ is the natrix

fo ll

[-1 Oj , ;

Since local indicas ar-3 raisud and lowered

matrix product is defined only betwssr. matrices of the typs 0

and T. This iapli^s that Che algebraic fanaulas defining the

quaternion structure like (3.3), anè the forr.ulas defining

the Z'a representctioa of quaternions havo to ba translated

in this covariant notation. With this-in isind we define the

f o 1 levins 'Jsyl rapresentstions en t"ia local tangent sjaw,

whicli ara associated to SL

(3.5)

i
In the limit vhsra waccasidsr culy th« action of

3U,(C) on thtí 3?inor degrees of frieden thay de^eaerata in

the re?r33entation pivea by (3.2) for the stsecelilie degress

of fréédonr W-(e..v) •* y~( ec\)' Sasidsa this we also define

(sp
$••-.

x-:-

I

Vtr
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It can be shown that the covariant law of product for the

ï/eyl representations (3.5) has the forn

\l

Vs(o)>Ve(o)>

(3.6)

(3.7)

These formulas presently substituta the formulas

(3.3).

Given the Zorn aatrix associated to a quaternion we

can write it in the ííeyl representation of the type J»Ti as

ia(o)Ve(o)>
(3.8)

f
i-

For the saae quaternion, or in general for any

other quaternion, we can write the ZM natrix of the type *T_

by replacing the subscripts 1 by 2 .

On the remaining of this section we will use these

matrices in place of the matrices (3.4).

The product of these matrices is defined similarly

as before (see Sq. (2.10)):

fa ß'

y «

(3.9)

where(

"a(o)b(o)U3(e(o)> -

-<i«(o)*(i)*ia{i)b(o))W1U<i)>V«(o)> -



1 3 .

Fron (3.6) we define in analogy vrita (2.8) and (2.9)

(3.10)

w h e r e

na an

a n d

e ( i ) ( j ) ( f c ) í ? l ( e ( k ) ) í í 2 ( e ( c ) >

(3.11)

i ) * f c r a n y

Of fundamental importance ars th& Zv7 matrices

associated tc the tetrad field, which are defined by

(1)

(2)
ihy(O)

íí2(a(o)) ~hu(i)W2<e(i)>

(3.12)

(3.13)
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where i> y ( o )e ( o )

Fron these definitions it follows that the metric

of the Riemannian spacetiae is given in terms cf the ZU

matrices (3,12) and (3.13) as

where

V8(o>>

V<o>>

(3.14)

The world indices labeling the several elements of

the algebraic quantities given by (3.12) and (3.13) are

raised by the metric field 3 . The process of raising

(lowering) world indices is presently equivalent to a sum of

terms representing the multiplication cf Zcrn-Weyl scslars,

the metric components, by Zoru--íeyl matrices which display

free world indices: This

process is extended to any other ZW matrix possessing free

world indices.

4 - The Zorn-Weyl differential operator in flat spacetime

We define a flat spacetime Zorn-Weyl differential

operator in the quaternion representation as

iWa<öo>3o -Wa(e.)3jl
(4.1)

where & takes the values 1 or 2. Here 9 , 9. denote the usual

partial derivatives. The operator (4.1) acts on a Zorn-Weyl
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matrix as D ÍA) • D 0 A . It follows thata a

1
^ 0 D2 - D2 0 5L - - a-I (4.2)

where D diag(-l,+l,+l,+l)

If A is the electromagnetic potential its

associated Zorn-Weyl matrix is given by Afl • ZWa(A ) . Using

(4.1) it is possible to show that the Maxwell equations in
(2)

the Lorentz gauge assume the form

© (5j 0 A2) - -J2 (4.3)

where J • ZW (j ) are the two Z.orn-tfeyl representations of
3. 2. \1

the current four vector.

5 - Zorn vJeyl matrices associated to geometrical objects.

The Zorn-Weyl matrices associated to the four

vectors of the tetrad Hy - <\<0}> *»w(1)»
 h

U ( 2 )» h p(3) }

(a)
given by i#, • ZVÍ (H ) . Then thá Zorn-ï-Teyl matrices associatedy ay

to a vector B are defined by

(a) (a),,
B - Õ& WB..

(a)
O (5.1)

Algebraic Zorn-Weyl objects may also be associated tc tensors,

spinors and mixed geometrical objects. To B , a tensor of

rank two, we can associate the Zorn-T7eyl matrices

(a) (a),,
a - 1,2 (5.2)

w h e r s

^
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It is also possible to associate to B a further

Zorn-Weyl matrix given by

(5.3)

If B is symmetric the expression (5.4) becomes C * 3 3„..**•

If 3 is antisymmetric C contains only ncn diagonal

"matrix elements".

Now we consider the problen of associating ZW

matrices to spinor fields in curved spaces. This correspondence

is obtained by recalling that two-component spinors are

related to tensors through well known formulas. Here we are

mainly interested in two-component spinor fields of the type

XA»O) since we want to obtain the Dirac equation for a

massive spin -j particle in terns of the Zorn algebra. vJith

this in mind we consider a pair of real null vectors

Vy(x) and Wy(x). Then

(5.4)

\ a AB(x)uA(x)ü)á(x) - I a á(x)uA(x)uB(x), (5.5)

w h e r e

X - (XA)
x2

, X ' -

Similarly we denote

xy - e-oye

. In matrix notation we have

,, a - (wl)
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liaising (levering) of spincr indices is obtained by the use
IT» • • - ^ -rp

of the spinors e. n, e" , »3 usually* * "" <= e"^ii„, ty. • "

Now the equation (5.5) can be written as ̂ 'U"TT £i'p £i,

" u ^
3 a -'331 vsctor field

1 T _*

1 Q Tu'! '
* - 1 n^

Sinilarly equation (5.4) ~ives

SKA*

?y - 7 .X.

Therefore we t>;t the 2orc-rTeyl ;iatricas associated to the

spinor X ana SÏ;

( a ) , (a),
(5.6)

(á) (a)
G « ^) i 4

Zcrn-Weyl aatrices -».nsocisted- to liigher rank spinor

y also be censtructad. ?or exanple, if

spinor associated to a SÜCOU.Í rank tansor f iel i

fields aay also be censtructad. ?or exanple, if <!>\jrA is a

V ( X )

Then Zorn-Weyl matrices cf ths type (5.2) or (5.3) say be

obtained. Finally'wa aay also construct Zorn-Ueyl taatricss .

associated to uixeci spin-tensor objects. For exaaple for the

spin-rtensor field ^«ix^ » the . associate-' Zorn-'ieyl laatrices

are

<-5>i (5.8)

"" i"",'
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6 - The covariant Zorn-Weyl differential operator and Field

equations.

Now we consider the problem of forming higher order

tansors, spinors, or mixed objects by taking covariant

derivatives in the Zorn-Weyl formulation of these objects.

For that purpose we introduce an affine connection and

define the differential operator

(6.1)

and using (5.1) its associated Zorn-Weyl covariant differential

operators are constructed as

(6.2)to

(a)
The definition cf F will depend or. the space where ID

operates. Wo can write F * (F a^) where the indices a, 8 are
V UP

(a)
to be taken as world indices, or spinor indices. Thus if D

operates on a Zorn-VIayl matrix associated to a world vector

then I" g is given by the Cbristoffal symbols {uaß}. On the

(a)
other hand if O operates on a Zorn-Wayl matrix associated

to a spinor field the T g are tha components of the spinor

(a)
connection. We may also consider ID acting on Zorn-Weyl

matrices which are associated with mixed objects

displaying vector and spinor indices, in this case r S : is a

more complicated object where the indices a, I take on the

I

-̂i
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values of spinor and tensor indices. In this case (F g) are

represented by a sun of terns involving the Christoffel

synbols and the spinor affinities. In the equation (6.1)

1^ denotes the identity element v?ith the sana index structure

«3 the terra in T . For example, considering the nixed object

# A of (5.8) we have

Therefore in this case 1^ is rapreseuted by and

D V'

Here T represents the spinor affinity associated to local

unimodular transfornations of the spinor indices. In the flat

space limit, in Cartesian coordinates, h

(a)

y
(ß) V

and f + 0, so that 20 •* D . How using the co var i ant operator

(6.2) we nay construct covariant wave equations involving

tensors spinors or mixed objects. As a first example consider

the expression

ITT (2) TIT ^ ,-,„ TÏ7,,
U"V'

(6.3)

where B (x) is an arbitrary vector field. Using the properties

V.h' o, i»y2 - o (6.4)

and assuming that B » Å (the electromagnetic potential) in

TÏT (2)
(6.3), then D 0 B gives the Zorn-Weyl matrix associated .

to the eletromagnetic field. F v in curved spacetiiae. .

A straightforward calculation shows that in the flat limit

-ffiRya^^
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this expression reduces to the expression D. ø A, of (4.3).

Now consider the Zorn covariant derivative of a real null ...

vector associated to the spinor X (sea Eq. (5.6)). Denoting

(2) TÏT
A - D 0 B (6.5)

and using unities such

connection condition V

that c = ft • 1 and usual spinor

,a. * 0, we havo that the diagonal

matrix elements in (6.5) are given by 4(X|" a°X + X'oaX„,)!i

Defining for any Zorn-Tieyl raatrix

(a) (a) 7S7 ( a )
S ( N M + VS t r

Va(o)>

Ve(o)>
we have for (6 .5)

(2) (TT
S< D 0 B ) (6.6)

Similarly for the matrix (5.7) we have

TÏT
S( O 0 C ) raß* + n V n *

Introducing

L - (8.0T-X +

(6.7)

(6.8)

where s.» s,, s, and s, are constant numbers to be datsrrained,

we find

s( o 0 s ) + L ' {[x t,aa°+s1nT]x+x t[oax,ai-s2n*]}5 , (6.9)

(2) ̂ TTT
S( O O C ) + K *}LC-o^T0 + s3x

i-3n*}L. (5.10)

For the choice s... » ^ m "E»» a i m s \ " "^ the terns between

brackets in the right hand side of (6 .9) and (6.10) give

the l e f t hand side
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I

of the' Dirac aquation written in terns of two-conponant

. Here u is the rest mass of the spin TJ- particle.

According to our method we nay present the Dirac equation in

the Zorn algebra on a curved space as

f (2) TTT
\3( O 0 3 ) - 2n i(ni

] (2)] (2) ̂ 07
lS( B 0 C ) • 2n Ra{Qi-X)Z-I3(e

(5.11)

3ve(o)'

Hote t h a t fron the r i g h t hand s i d e of ( 6 . 3 ) and ( 5 . 1 0 )

the Dirac equat ion i s w r i t e n as yaty - iniji » 0» for

Y -

*cc .
-iaÍA i-ral

iav

* •
(Ú

(6.12)

iron our previous definitions it follows that

-2

It is also possible to derive a direct analogue of

the left hand side of the Dirac equation without the or ob lera

presented by (6.11) which is quadratic in the spinor X, ft. For

obtaining such direct analogy ve recall the definition (5.8)

(a) (a);
and rewrite the relations (5.6) and (5.7) as 3 • Xj( *• "a

(a) (a)
C « u ™ ,i where

ii ' T o a p x3 - 7 ,, CMS (6.13)

(a)
«

p A. (6.14)
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These expressions are linear in the spinors X: Q and a

strai3htforward calculation gives

Similarly

S ( T 0 'M'*) - avafiXn,.,B. (6.15)

(2) TT7 * ^
S( o 0 J'A) - «»S/.<US. (6.16)

Define P" • -m • £, F * mX,,í[- Then, fron (4.16) and (4.17) we

have
(2) (17; ; ..;, :

x, ... -«« j. (5.17)D 0 M n + P1* - [c

Í2)
( o 0 *fA) + FA - j.â ; a).u + isX̂ j . (6.18)

Therefore the Dirac equation in the Sorn algebra cay also bs

directly obtained fron (6.17) and (ó.lü) as

(2) TIT;, : (2) . TTÍ

S( © © ü{ 'l) + PA - 0, S( B v_v Ŵ ,) + rt « 0. (6.19)

How we derive the Zorn-'Jeyl version of the *:iein Gordon equation.

Defining the spinor operators (or Cartan catricas associated to

A UC3

the covariant derivative) af.,Qu and o V , we can form the
Z'J eleiaents

,. °
From (5.15) we find

O-

ryC3f

(6.20)

(6.21)

i i í ^ ^
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We have •'/V.

+ i PR v

whera P,,,. is the curvature 2-spinor. Similarly

u

(6.22)

(6.23)
, .. <sv;y) 2

Substitution of (6.22) into (6.20) and (6.23) into (6.21) gives

(2) (1):

: E © a *

(2) (1)

©3( O 0 MA)

where

C CA
- ^.BVAB_

Fron (6.13) it follows that

(6.24)

(6,25)

CAw;|i
CA

Similarly from (6.17) and (6.19)

.AB

*
Then, the Klein-Gordon equation for each component of X and Ü

has the form

© (6.26)

^
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0 is i* 0
(6.27)

where ÏD represents the covariant P'Alsnbart operator. "The

equations (6.26) and (6.27) in the Unit of flat space reduce

to the correct Klein-Gordon equation, for the signature (+2)3

in special relativity.

7 - Syaaetric - antisysaaetric theory in a ccnplex tetrad forsalisa

As was seen in the previous sections the geometry

of the four-dinensional Riemannian apace., described locally

by the tetrad field* is algebraically described as a split

quaternion subalgebra of the Cayley algebra. In this section we

look for a generalization of this geometry in such way that

part of its algebraic description is contained in tha full

Cayley algebra. With this in aind ve consider a general secou-,

rank tensor field G^ (x ) given in terns of a coaplax tetrad as

hU *v aß (7.1)

Here n indicates the Minkowski tensor with signature (+2).

UV *VJJ UV

The matrix G = (G ) is Harnitian- G • G . The syaaetric

and an tis symmetric parts of thi3 rsatrix are given by

(7.2)

Denoting the matrices associated to the symmetric
uv

and antissymmetric parts of G by ^ and _if_ we have

G • g + if. The matrices £ and jF aru 'supposed to be

non-singular, and the matrix g is used for raising

for-diiaensional indices (and g* for lov/ering these indices).
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V... (pv) (pv) V

The use of complex tetrads is known in the

literature
(g\ and our present formalism giving the

6Hermitian tensor 6 in terns of a complex tetrad is 2

condensed notation for a formalism due to P. Snith .

From (5.1) we have

Guv " h
U ( a )

h v(ß)n • hu(a) * s(yp)h(a)* (7.3)

In matrix notation this takos the foriar K = {Guv)»

K « g"1 + .g"1 » K .

Associated tc the field of complex tetrads we define

in each Zorn-Weyl basis the set cf four spl i t octonion

elements (for each of the two values of a)

in*

i h

(7.4)

which may be written as Ji « ZT7n(K ) s where

ih(o)u(o) + ih(o)u(c) +

In the limit Iia(ĥ  -) -*• 0 the Cay ley numbers Kv

degenerate in elements of the split quaternion subalgebrc cf

the octonion algebra. A straightforward calculation jives

0ZW2(K
V)) (7.5)
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I;

where for any quantities A , 3

V
Therefore the ZW elements >•-> are associated to the

symmetric part of the Hermitian tensor G .

It is also possible tc introduce ZW elements

belonging to the split quaternion sabalgebra associated to

th* complex tetrads

Since these objects are 4x4 matrices we say introduce their

Hermitian conjugates

fef

fc

In this equation we have to use that W (e, «) * H (e f .} and
a voj a ^o/

" D e f i n i n S f o r a t h e

(a) (a) Tã7
H ) H

, ()
operation o( H ) - H + M , we fine by a direct calculation

This is a relation involving product in the ZW

algebra which generates the antissyntaetric part of S .

In the foriaalisa presently considered the real part

of GWV plays'the rols of metric of a Rieaannian geosaetry with

5--:

h
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affinity rv
ß - Tg (the Christoffel Synbols). Thus, only one

kind of covariant differentiation is used, naneiy the usual

covariant differentiation usci in general relativity.

Therefore, all previous conventions regarding covariant

differentiation in the ZH algebra apply hera. The

antisymmetric oart of the Hernitian tensor 6 is related to
(10)

the electrona'-netic potentials by the definition

(7.6)

where X is a constant. The potentials A satisfy the

covariant Lorentz condition Â  • "^IluG'-|IVj " 0, «her«

uva
denser cf the Rieiaannian ̂

The operator cf covariant differentiation in the ZV

algebra is here defined similarly as before by

(a)
V u?...

is
íft
55 ,

ft
1

s
i

As an application cf the •>resent fornalisn wa

consider the notion of a charged 3pin «ero nassivs test bod?

under the action of gravitation ant' alectrona^netisn,

described by the corresponding covariant Klein-Gordon equation,

*/e take unities such that c • h • 1. The equation cf motion

takes the foru

(G
Dx»

73 ' T "u

+ n 2 ) *

V - a

(7.7)

(7.Ö)

Usino the notation

forra (in the Lorentz

j ' t h a 3 < l u a t i o n (7.7) takes the
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(a) (a)
writing 3 - 3t **P w we hava

(7.9)

XTJ v(2) (1) '• (2)
O O 3 » K VV 3 3L v?

Fron (7.5) x?e jjat

(7.13)

fielí

Ã sinilar operation may bs extend for the vector

- Xe<?r„tf ̂ ' Defining

's' - ,<;',

we havs

Then,

T
S( n

(2) TIT..
3x

Therefore the IClcin-Gordon equation takes the simple forn

TIT (2) 2

• The first tera on the left hand side of this aquation

is the Zorn-Jeyl gaugs invariant covariant !tD'Alenbertianw

(divided by a factor -j) • . •

ilotica that the effect of the introduction of the

octonions (complex tetrads) is to absorb!the electromagnetic

interaction of the test particle. ~ - : ;.

• ' • ^ . % :
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